Abstract. This paper mainly studies the calculation of short-circuit current in the electrical design of a domestic electrified railway traction substation power supply system. The choice of short-circuit point depends on the main transformer capacity that determined according to the traction substation main connection mode and load calculation results, calculation of short-circuit current, Completed the main electrical equipment and selection of busbar according to the results of the short circuit calculation.
Introduction
The power supply system of electrified railway traction substation that we studied in this paper, use the AT power supply mode, it is double line, section of ascending and descending parallel power supply. Combined with the actual situation of substation, the choice of connection mode is feeder circuit breaker 50% spare. Because of the 220/10kV distribution substation built with the substation together, leads to two private electricity transformers from 10 kv bus bar for the needs of the resources reasonable use and safety of power supply. Traction transformer capacity should be able to bear the maximum load of substation, and meet the requirements of railway transport normal, therefore chooses four 50000 kva single-phase traction transformer. According to JB/T 10776-10776, choose D-QY50000 traction transformer, its parameters are shown in table 1. 3. Calculation of short-circuit current Short circuit is a low impedance short sub on conductive part of different potential, includes conductive parts to ground between subs. The main purpose of the calculation of short-circuit current is complete electrical equipment selection and busbar selection, In this design, the calculation of short-circuit current in accordance with the three phase short circuit calculation, and assumes that the system for the infinite power [1] . First of all, short-circuit point selection, according to the analysis can select k1, k2 two short-circuit point to calculate short circuit current, as shown in figure 1.220 kv side USES is a bridge connection, when the switch is closed, when run in parallel with two way power supply, it is the largest operation mode, simplified equivalent calculation of network diagram is shown in figure 2. 
Analyzing the characteristics of the V/X wiring traction transformer connection, and according to the single-phase traction transformer parameters are known to be elected in table 2:
Traction transformer primary side after short circuit impedance seen from secondary side is:
12 T (%) 27.5 12 27.5 1.82 100 100 50
Similarly, Traction transformer primary side after short circuit impedance seen from tertiary side is:
13 T (%) 27.5 12 27.5 1.82 100 100 50
When T busbar one-phase ground fault at 27.5 kV side, short circuit current is: The choice of the bus:
LGJ -95/15 type steel core aluminum stranded wire is chosen as the 220 kv busbar side bridge [3] ;Choose LF -21 y type aluminum manganese alloy tubular busbar as 3 2 x 27.5 kV bus side.
Summary
According to the result of short circuit calculation, and considering the actual situation of the traction substation, completed the selection of electrical equipment and bus, provide the basis for the whole electrical design of traction substation of electrified railway power supply system.
